LET THE VOTERS ENDORSE & ENABLE A LIMITED VOTING BACKUP BALLOT.

I am the interested party pro se w/notice. I got a hearing in VEASEY v PERRY 2:13cv193 CORPUS CHRISTI suggesting a limited voting backup ballot for the Texas and now other States with candidates paying a filing deposit to get on the backup ballot in their own and 2-4 additional districts.

40+ docket entries are letters from me.

Trial started Sep 2 in Corpus Christi but froze out this issue. The backup ballot is useful where it appears the primary winners may be tools of liars or machines.

Voters who like the primary winners may omit the backup ballot but those who don't may foment violence and mayhem.

Is violence the price for liberty? The backup ballot may promote good behavior by winners and inhibit tyranny and chaos. Voters can vote out tools of liars and machines.

See HUNTER v UNDERWOOD 471 US 222 on Alabama.

CALIF, AL elects six city councilmen by limited voting.
GUIN, AL, seven by cumulative voting since about 1987.
PEORIA IL five by cumulative voting and five by wards since 1991.

I suggest single-men districts w/limited voting backup for use where there is a problem with the primary winners. Some may die, retire, become disabled, have a nasty divorce as well as seem to be tools of liars or machines.

Seven for Irving TX ISD, Fitzwater Ch US Dist Judge.
Seven for Ferguson MO. City in turmoil.
